Background
Patellofemoral Pain (PFP) is a musculoskeletal disorder causing significant pain and dysfunction around the knee, commonly leading to long term limitations. People with PFP are commonly referred for physiotherapy, although current multimodal physiotherapy approaches tend to be rather ad-hoc and are failing in the long term. Identification of patient strata (or subgroups) who may respond differentially to interventions has been recognised as an international priority. It has been proposed that there are PFP patient strata, classified based on clinical tests, who would respond to modes of interventions targeted at the individual's stratum.
Methods
Participants with PFP underwent clinical assessment of muscle weakness, muscle length, patellar mobility and foot posture. The presence of strata was explored using two classification techniques: hierarchical cluster analysis and latent profile analysis (LPA); for LPA, the Bayesian Information Criterion was used to guide model selection.
Results
One hundred and twenty seven (of 130) recruited participants had complete assessment data. A three strata solution appeared optimal from modelling and clinical perspectives. The three suggested strata were characterised as: stronger; weaker and tighter; weaker with pronated feet. However, although membership of the stronger stratum was consistent, there were substantial differences in the other composition of the other two strata between the two classification approaches.
Conclusion
PFP patients can be classified into clinical strata, although further investigation is needed to identify thresholds upon which stratification should be performed. Interventions are currently being mapped onto the strata and feasibility and evaluation trials of these interventions should then be performed.
